


Overview

What we plan to accomplish

• Misconceptions of Dark Matter
• Dark Matter versus ‘normal’ matter
• History of Dark Matter

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/0703/

saturnfromabove_cassini.jpg



Dark Media
Dark Matter (DM) in popular culture

Star Trek Sci-Fi Reactors

Odd-shaped Fluids

Totally 

wrong…



http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/2004/04/images/a/formats/print.jpg



http://images.google.com/images?q=accretion%20disk&ie=UTF-8&oe

=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&sa=N&tab=wi



Shady Composition

What is dm made of

• What is matter?

– Everything we see, touch, taste, smell or 

hear is made of matter. The chairs you’re 

sitting in to the beams of electrons in the 

television.



http://images.google.com/images?um=1&hl=en&client=firefox-a&rl

s=org.mozilla:en-US:official&q=tree&start=20&sa=N&ndsp=20



http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/images/education/pl_plantcell.jpg



http://www.blog.speculist.com/archives/gem-dna.jpg



http://www.bartleby.com/images/A4images/A4atom.jpg



http://images.google.com/images?q=quark&btnG=Search+Images

&um=1&hl=en&client=firefox-a&rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-US%3Aofficial&sa=2





Baryonic matter

The heavy hitters

Barry Bonds

Barry Bonds

Bar y    on  s



What’s the matter

energy densities

• All energy in the universe is mass

• All mass in the universe is energy



U 235 U GOT A BIG PROBLEM

E = mc2

http://universe-review.ca/I14-03-U235.jpg

http://images.google.com/images?ndsp=

20&um=1&hl=en&

client=firefox-a&rls=org.mozilla:en-

US:official&q=ivy+mike&start=0&sa=N



Where’s the matter

the origin of ‘stuff’

• Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

– Gave birth to hydrogen and trace amounts of 

helium and lithium

• Stellar Nucleosynthesis

– Gave birth, through fusion, of the ‘heavy’

elements: those with a higher atomic number 

than 2 or 3

– Elements past iron are made in supernova 

explosions



http://www.nasa.gov/images/content/169665main_image_feature_762_ys_full.jpg
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www.jonathanminard.com/EarthSpace/Hubble_Ultra_Deep_Field_Black_point_edit.jpg



Matter review

did you memorize the chart

• Is hard

• Made in stars

• Everything we see



The dark side of matter

not made of vader particles

• Just what IS dark matter?

– Current knowledge in three words: we don’t 

know.

• Anything kind of like what dark matter 
should be?

– Talked about baryons, now onto leptons.





The familiar lepton

the electron

• Electromagnetic force

• Chemical interaction

• Keeps your shirt from actually touching 
you



The unfamiliar lepton

the neutrino

• Virtually massless

• Neutrally charged

• Very weakly interacting

– Experiments to detect neutrinos have to be 

*huge*



http://images.google.com/images?q=keck+observatory&btnG=Search+Images&um=1&h

l=en&client=firefox-a&rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-US%3Aofficial&sa=2



• Ice cube picture

http://gallery.icecube.wisc.edu/external/main.php



http://w3.iihe.ac.be/icecube/1_IceCube%20Exper

iment/IceCube-Eiffel.jpg



Ice cube

cool physics

• 1 full cubic kilometer of detection capability



• Super kamiokande detector

http://umdgrb.umd.edu/cosmic/Sk_boat.jpg



Why so big

does size really matter

• YES! (at least for neutrino detection)

• At any given second, 70,000,000,000 
neutrinos pass through your thumb.



http://nssdcftp.gsfc.nasa.gov/photo_gallery/image/astro/hst_hourglass_nebula.jpg



http://www.ing.iac.es/PR/AR2003/romano.jpg



http://megalego.free.fr/astro/supernova_fichiers/SN1987Atimelapse.jpg



Leptons as dark matter

working for the empire

• May be a type of dark matter, but it’s 
unlikely

– We can detect leptons (even neutrinos)

• Even given their numbers, because of 
such small mass, they cannot account fully 
for the gravitational effects



A brief history of dark matter

From zwicky to DM Galaxies

• Analysis of galactic clusters showed that 
rotation curves did not fit Newtonian 
gravitational theory

– Huh?



http://www.phili

ca.com/uploads

/images/145/Im

age/image006.j

pg



Modern observations

clowe-sing in

• 2006 team headed by Douglas Clowe
investigated the Bullet Cluster of galaxies

• Matter separated from the clusters, DM 
separated from everything else.



http://www.nasa.gov/images/content/155539main_1e0657_516x374.jpg



http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/bullet_cluster_lensing.jpg



http://homepage.mac.com/dtrapp/chemGraphics.f/Bullet_darkmatter.jpg



VIRGOhi-21: the dm galaxy

are the stars out tonight

• Found through gravitational interaction 
with neighboring galaxies

• Region estimated to be average galaxy 
size, but no stars are visible



http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/news/

darkgalaxy/colourellipse.jpg



Virgohi’s composition

machos vs wimps

• VIRGOHI-21’s gravity could arise from 
Massive, Compact Halo Objects 
(MACHO)s or Weakly Interacting Massive 
Particles (WIMP)s



http://dunningrb.files.wordpress.com/2007/12/lg_protoplanet.jpg



http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/images/200509/superfast1.jpg



Mapping dark matter

here be dragons

• January 2007, scientists unveiled a dark 
matter map made by over 1,000 hours of 
observing time with the Hubble Space 
Telescope.



http://blogs.citypages.com/blotter/darkmatter.jpg



Modified Newtonian dynamics

mondo physics

• Changes Newtonian gravitation to fit the 
rotation curves

• Bad science?



Gravitational lensing

warping space and time

• Matter warps space and time

• Dark matter also warps space and time 
through gravitational effects

• Galaxy clusters with enough dark matter 
act like big ‘lenses’ in space







http://www.sanfranciscosentinel.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/10/black-hole.jpg



The millennium run

more than 12 parsecs

• Simulation of universal evolution

• 6 months to process with supercomputers

• Generated a universe similar to ours, 
including massive dark matter halos



http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/galform/millennium/



The future of dark matter

shedding light

• Dark matter and dark energy are the 
forefront of the physics world

• Don’t know what DM is, but can see its 
effects

• Ripe for Nobel Prizes all over the place
– What is DM composed of?

– How does DM interact?

– Where did DM come from?

– What applications does DM have?



Thank you


